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ABSTRACT
Soil organic matter (SOM) is an important pillar of soil fertility and ecosystem health.
However, uncertainty exists both in the evaluation of agricultural conservation measures
for specific local contexts and the sensitivity of the analytical tools used. Therefore, the
objective of this thesis was to characterize organic matter from agricultural soils,
focusing specifically on addressing field- and analytically based uncertainties associated
with the ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) and fluorescence spectroscopy of water-extractable
organic matter (WEOM), and using the clay-dominated soils of Essex County as a case
study. Here I explored optical spectroscopy properties across a gradient of agricultural
practices and restoration to evaluate the relationship between land management practice,
soil health, and properties of WEOM. Differences between management practices were
limited to shallow samples (0-15cm) only and soil organic carbon (SOC) levels in
restored sites were nearly twice as high as all agricultural sites. Neither SOC
concentration nor WEOM composition differed among the agricultural practices. At all
sites, clay-plain soils displayed strong vertical zonation of SOC. Poorly drained shallow
A horizon soils accumulated organic matter while deeper impermeable clay mineral
horizons with lower concentrations of WEOM took on a more protein-like composition.
My results show that reforestation drives increased soil carbon sequestration, but
restoration of desired forest SOC composition may require multi-decadal time scales to
be achieved. I further explored optical WEOM properties in response to freeze-thaw
dynamics and found that absorbance but not fluorescence is more sensitive to freezethaws associated with freeze storage as compared to refrigeration. This thesis provided a
more nuanced and mechanistic view of soil health beyond SOC accumulation and can
help contribute a greater understanding of carbon transformations in agricultural
landscapes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

We have entered the United Nations Decade of Ecosystem Restoration, which calls for
widespread, coordinated efforts to curb soil degradation and erosion from landscapes
(UN 2021). Soil, a non-renewable resource on human time scales, is vulnerable to
degradation by anthropogenic forces such as land-use change, agricultural intensification,
and erosion (Lal 2019). However, soil quality as a concept is largely determined by
priorities for soil functioning and perceptions of quality can thus vary greatly (Doran and
Parkin 1994).
Agricultural landscapes support fundamentally different organic matter composition and
concentrations compared to natural systems (Pongratz et al., 2008; Eckard et al., 2017;
Stutter et al., 2018). Furthermore, agricultural lands continue to lose organic matter at an
unsustainable rate (Montgomery, 2007; Lal, 2007). In Ontario, an estimated 82 % of
farmland is losing soil organic matter (SOM) while 68 % of Ontario’s cropland has a risk
of erosion above the annual rate of soil accumulation (OMECC, 2017). This trend is
particularly troubling where only 5% of land in Canada is characterized as having highclass soils (Canada Land Inventory, 1998).
Increasing soil carbon through agricultural restoration is critical for maintaining
agricultural productivity and increasing carbon sequestration (Lal et al., 2007;
VandenBygaart et al., 2003; Hoy, 2015) to produce a variety of ecosystem services, the
value of which is often underappreciated (Power 2010; Kavanagh and Harrison 2019).
Agriculture also generates multiple stressors on natural ecosystems that contribute to
habitat loss, soil degradation, and erosion, leading to nutrient runoff and subsequent
eutrophication in downstream freshwater systems (Power 2010). The need to balance
agricultural production while protecting soils, water, and ecosystem health is therefore
critical. Soil health is foundational to the concept of agricultural conservation and the
potential efficacy of practices intended to reduce nutrient runoff when applied across
varying spatial contexts (i.e., within fields, below fields, in the riparian zones, and, in the
1

stream or drainage network; Tomer et al., 2013). The promotion of farm practices to
build soil health remains a critical aspect of soil and ecosystem restoration of agricultural
landscapes.
For agricultural restoration to be truly effective a more comprehensive understanding of
the local carbon landscape is needed. Some regions within the Great Lakes basin, and
others globally, are characterized by low-gradient landscapes underlain by very poorly
drained soils; such settings can pose challenging contexts for management. For example,
Essex County, Ontario represents an important area for agriculture, with over 80 % of the
land area in the county classified as farmland and approximately 90 % of the land
considered as prime agricultural land (ERCA, 1986). At the same time, this region
features multiple contributing watersheds to the Western Basin of Lake Erie where
regular and increasing occurrences of harmful algal blooms are a challenge for
management. On the land, Essex County is characterized by low-gradient landscapes and
is predominantly underlain by poorly drained soils such as Brookston Clay, the
predominant soil type in the region. Land-based nutrient application on farms is a large
contributor to local bloom events and thus agricultural management decisions are seen as
an important part of the solution (Table 1). Developing techniques to assess the efficacy
of land-based measured are key to managing the Great Lakes ecosystem as a whole.
Restoration decisions would be aided by local assessments of management practices and
their relationship with soil health (i.e., organic matter), and cost-effective techniques to
enable such assessments. Advancing on-the-ground assessments and analytical methods
together can inform and accelerate the implementation of management strategies tailored
for local contexts. This research aims to characterize organic matter in humanimpacted landscapes and will focus specifically on addressing analytical and fieldbased uncertainties associated with the management and restoration clay-plain soils
of southwestern Ontario, Great Lakes Basin. Understanding carbon in soils is key to
understanding soil health and the ability for soils to handle and sequester carbon which
would ultimately help address water quality challenges downstream and improve
ecosystem resilience to climate change.
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Table 1: Agricultural management actions common in Essex County, Ontario
Management Action

Description

Tile Drainage

Tile drainage is a system
of agricultural drainage
pipes installed beneath
agricultural fields that
remove excess sub-surface
water. Tile drainage
prevents soils from
remaining waterlogged for

Image: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, and

long periods and permits

Rural Affairs.

access by heavy
machinery to tend crops.
Channelized Drains

Most human-settled and
working landscapes
locally and globally
feature networks of
channelized drains that
direct run-off from roads
and agricultural fields and
tile drainage into the

Photo: Shayenna Nolan

stream network.
Tillage

Tillage is the agricultural
preparation of soil by
mechanical agitation of
various types, such as
digging, stirring, and
overturning. No-till or
conservation tillage refers
to a system defined by

Photo: Creative Commons (no-attribution)

purposeful avoidance of
tillage, particularly heavy
tillage such as ploughing.
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Management Action

Description
Interseeding is the process
of planting a cover crop

Interseeding

between the rows of a
standing cash crop.
Interseeding can be done
with two harvestable crops
such as corn and soy.

Photo: Lower Thames Valley Conservation
Authority
Animal Rotations

The inclusion of animals
into crop rotations
specifically to enhance
nutrient cycling and
introduce organic matter
into the system.

Photo: Shayenna Nolan
Riparian Buffers

Strips of natural or planted
vegetation act as a buffer
and slow down runoff
leaving the field and
entering watercourses such
as drains.

Photo: Shayenna Nolan
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Management Action

Description

Diverse Crop Rotations

The inclusion of additional
crops into crop rotations
for soil health, such as
winter wheat, canola or
buckwheat.

Photo: Creative Commons (no-attribution)
Cover Crop

Cover crops are a suite of
crops planted specifically
to hold soil in place,
reduce runoff from the
land during nonproductive months, and
increase organic matter

Photo: Lauren Weller

content. Cover crops are
not usually harvested.

Soil Organic Matter
Carbon in soils can be characterized mainly in terms of soil organic matter (SOM) and
soil organic carbon (SOC; a subset of SOM). The product of the decomposition of plant
and animal substances, SOM is defined within sustainable agriculture research as a
dynamic, biologically regulated pool of energy, carbon, and nutrients (Balfour 1976,
Manlay et al., 2007). SOM is an important component for the functioning of agroecosystems and influences many physical properties and biogeochemical cycles,
particularly nutrient cycling (Manlay et al., 2007). Moreover, SOM influences a wide
range of ecosystem services including those relating to soil fertility and water quality
(Swift et al., 2004; Manlay et al., 2007).
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An ecological definition of soil quality broadly refers to the functioning and balance of
three major components of soils: sustained biological productivity, environmental
quality, and plant and animal health (Doran and Parkin 1994; Karlan et al., 1997). SOM
serves as the critical component of both soil fertility and ecosystem health and is a key
line of defence to climate change forcings (Montgomery, 2007; Lal, 2007). Thus, the
depletion of SOC, a key component of SOM, is a major indicator of soil degradation and
is often seen as a reliable indicator of soil health (Carter 2002; Lal et al., 2010). Degraded
soils are associated with reductions in ecosystem functions such as nutrient cycling,
freshwater infiltration and filtering, disruptions of the hydrological cycle, and declines in
net biome productivity (Lal, 2015).
Land-use changes, such as from natural to conventional row crop agriculture, are known
to impact SOM (Kassa et al., 2017; de Oliveira Bordonal., 2017). In agricultural
landscapes, soil type and farm management practices such as crop selection and tillage
regime, among others, influence soil properties and thereby influence SOM
(VandenBygaart et al., 2003). Agricultural land management is generally associated with
the decreased structural complexity of organic matter and a greater proportion of smaller
molecules, such as fulvic and hydrophilic acids, carbohydrates, and amino acids, than in
forest environments (Delprat et al., 1997; Leinweber et al., 2001; Chantigny, 2003).
Agriculture and Soil Conservation
Increasing soil carbon through agricultural conservation and restoration is critical for
maintaining agricultural productivity and carbon sequestration for climate change (Lal et
al., 2007; VandenBygaart et al., 2003; Hoy, 2015). Agricultural conservation measures
aim to maintain agricultural production while simultaneously reducing soil and nutrient
runoff into freshwater ecosystems, and are integral to realizing the benefits of ecosystem
services while reducing disservices from agricultural activities (Angers et al., 1997;
Carter 2002, Lal et al., 2010; Power 2010). Agricultural conservation measures have been
known to increase SOM, and thus represent the in-situ restoration of soil quality at the
farm scale (Lal et al., 2010). Conservation or restoration action in agricultural landscapes
often includes measures such as reduced tillage, cover cropping, the re-introduction of
non-productive vegetative cover, and reforestation of retired lands. Such restoration
6

actions in agricultural landscapes have been promoted for their potential to increase food
security, improve water quality, maximize ecosystem services, and sequester carbon
through improved functioning of soils (Power, 2010; Stutter et al. 2018; Lal, 2019).
Soil quality in agricultural landscapes is often assessed on behalf of farmers, by retailers
and crop advisors, and is largely assessed through the lens of agricultural productivity
rather than for ecological functioning (Lal, 2010). Furthermore, traditional measures of
SOC based on combustion properties or column work are crude and do not provide
insight into the mechanisms behind SOC accumulation over space and time. Thus, the
scale and extent to which agricultural land-use practices can improve the quantity and
composition of SOC in a particular region is often unclear due to the interactions of local
soil properties, climate, and hydrology (Chantigny, 2003; Bolan et al, 2011; Macrae et
al., 2021). Furthermore, since efforts to enhance SOM are largely conducted at the
individual farm-management scale, the individual farming practices and their relative
effectiveness can vary with regional attributes (VandenBygaart et al., 2003; Costantini, et
al., 2020).
Water Extractable Organic Matter
Water extractable organic matter (WEOM) is the active fraction of SOM and has been
shown to be highly sensitive to land management and agricultural management (Sun et al.
2017; Jakab et al., 2021) as well as vertical soil depth, soil moisture, and freeze-thaw
dynamics (Wu et al. 2021). Despite comprising a fraction of total SOM, WEOM is a
sensitive indicator of changes to ecological processes (Zsolnay 1996, Bolan, 2011,
Ramesh et al., 2019), with landscape-level characteristics such as underlying geology,
soil type, hydrology, and land management greatly influencing the quantity and quality of
WEOM from soils (Ghani et al., 2003; Bolan et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2013; FernándezRomero, 2016).
Ultraviolet-visible and Fluorescence Spectroscopy
To inform local management and restoration decisions in agricultural landscapes, costeffective techniques, and approaches to effectively assess soil quality and the success of
management practices on a local basis are needed (Fernández-Romero, 2016). For field
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and ecological-based studies characterizing optical properties of WEOM, including
ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) and fluorescence spectroscopy, may offer rapid, costeffective approaches across spatial and temporal gradients and critical insight into
agricultural soils (Rinot et al., 2021; Jakab et al., 2021).
Light-emitting fluorescent fractions of dissolved organic matter (DOM), of which
WEOM is a subset, can provide critical insights into organic matter sources and fate.
Optical metrics of organic matter (See Table 2) are broadly linked to composition from
mass spectrometry (Lavonen et al., 2013; Stubbins et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2015;
Gonsior et al., 2016; Martínez-Pérez et al., 2017) and the overall microbial bioavailability
(Fellman et al., 2008; Balcarczyk et al., 2009; Hood et al., 2009; Petrone et al., 2011;
Hosen et al., 2014, 2018). Furthermore, spectral data, collected as excitation-emission
matrices (EEMs) and resolved through parallel factorial analysis (PARAFAC), can be
used to reduce complex DOM signatures into likely fractions and sources and identify
these components to others found in the literature (Stedmon et al. 2003; Ohno & Bro,
2006; Stedmon et al., 2007; Cory et al. 2010; Poulin et al. 2014; Brezonik et al. 2019).
PARAFAC has in recent years replaced the use of earlier metrics such as the Coble Peaks
which relate peaks of absolute fluorescence (maximum emission and excitation) to broad
DOM fractions (Coble, 1996).
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Table 2: Spectral indices and metrics based on optical properties of organic matter (adapted
from Hansen et al., 2016); em= emission; ex = excitation, nm= nanometer.

Optical
Metric
Absorbance
at 254nm
(a254)

Definition

Description

Interpretation

Reference

The UV
absorbance of a
sample at 254 nm

Indicates
aromaticity of
organic matter

Li & Hur
(2017)

Specific
ultraviolet
absorbance at
254 nm
[SUVA254 (L
mg-C-1 m-1)]
Coble peaks
(B, T, A, M,
C) (nm)

The UV
absorbance of a
sample at 254 nm
divided by DOC
concentration.

Commonly used to
characterize the
organic constituents
in a water sample
Absorbance per unit
carbon; a useful
proxy for DOM
aromatic content and
molecular weight

High values
indicate increased
aromatic content

Weishaar
et al.
(2003)

Maximum signal
(ex/em)

Major fluorescent
components in bulk
seawater

Coble
(1996)

Fluorescence
index (Fi)

The ratio of em
wavelengths at
470 nm and 520
nm, obtained at ex
370

Humification
index (HIX)

The area under the
em spectra 435480 nm divided by
the peak area 300345 nm + 435-480
nm, at ex 254 nm
The ratio of
emission intensity
at 380 nm divided
by 430 nm at
excitation 310 nm

Shown to identify
the relative
contribution of
terrestrial and
microbial sources to
the DOM pool
An indicator of
humic substance
content or extent of
humification

Peak B: tyrosinelike
(275ex/310em)
Peak T:
tryptophan-like
(275ex/340em)
Peak A: humiclike (260ex/380460em)
Peak M: marine
humic-like
(312ex/380420em)
Peak C: humiclike (350ex/420480em)
High values
indicate an
increased
proportion of
fresh DOM
High values
indicate an
increased degree
of humification

Ohno
(2002)

High values (>1):
Recently
produced DOM
of autochthonous
origin

Huguet et
al. (2009)

Biological
index (BIX)
(RU cm)

An indicator of
autotrophic
productivity
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McKnight
et al.
(2001),
Cory et al.
(2010)

Previous studies of DOM using UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy in the aquatic
environment, where this technique has been most commonly used, have demonstrated
that DOM complexity can be linked to broad land-use categories (agricultural, urban,
forest, etc.; Wilson & Xenopoulos 2009; Hosen et al., 2014) and hydrology. Agricultural
land uses are associated with an increase in the delivery of nutrients to freshwater
ecosystems and have been shown to change the character and decrease structural
complexity of DOM, particularly when associated with a loss in wetland cover (Wilson
and Xenopoulos 2009). When wetlands have been replaced with intensive agriculture,
DOM is metabolized instream faster as a result of the increased microbial activity
associated with high nutrient loading (Reche et al., 1998; Wilson & Xenopoulos 2009).
Waterways draining agricultural lands tend to be less retentive of organic carbon,
possibly because agriculture often increases nutrient levels in streams, and the resulting
nutrient addition could lead to increased processing rates of terrestrial carbon within the
streams (Griffiths et al., 2012; Rosemond et al., 2015). These impacts can be exacerbated
where agricultural activities are coupled with increased channelization and tile drainage
(Kaplan and Corey 2016). Further to landscape-level differences in DOM character
among forest, urban, and agricultural watersheds, there is evidence that management
practices and cropping systems may influence DOM characteristics. DOM in soils
solutions and in waters draining agricultural lands under continuous tillage tend to show
lower molecular weights and are less humic (Accoe et al 2002; Delprat et al. 1997;
Kalbitz et al, 2000, and Wilson & Xenopoulos 2009).
Spectroscopic analysis of WEOM from soils has been shown to be consistent with other
analyses, showing that conversion of land from undisturbed environments to
conventional row crop agriculture decrease levels of SOC and WEOM (Kassa et al.,
2017; de Oliveira Bordonal., 2017). Further, spectroscopic analysis of WEOM can be
used to detect how landscape-scale differences influence SOC composition (Ohno et al.,
2014; Rinot et al., 2021). This includes natural variation such as underlying geology, soil
type, hydrology, (Ghani et al., 2003; Bolan et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2013; FernándezRomero, 2016) and farm management practices including crop selection, tillage type, and
other conservation agriculture practices (VandenBygaart et al., 2003). WEOM, which
represents the most boilable fraction of SOM, is also an indicator of agricultural
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productivity due to its role in the transport of nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus
(Chantigny, 2003; Xu et al., 2011). WEOM is also the fraction of SOC most readily
transported from fields during hydrologic events (Bolan et al., 2011; Sanderman et al.,
2019).
Organic matter acts as a functional bridge between the terrestrial and aquatic
environments and is fundamental to many biogeochemical processes in both
environments. Although the spectral analysis of WEOM is not yet commonplace, this
technique may offer an opportunity to bring together work done in the aquatic
environment with soil health research and thus offer important insights into soil health
dynamics at the field scale. In low-gradient, clay soils, WEOM dynamics across
varying spatial gradients can provide insight into soil properties and processes that
influence SOM sequestration.
Freeze-thaw dynamics and WEOM properties
WEOM properties are strongly influenced by many physicochemical and biological
conditions and chief among them is the freeze-thaw cycle characteristic of temperate
agricultural landscapes. In parallel, sample processing and handling including the
preservation of samples by freezing them represents a proxy for characterizing WEOM
properties. The applicability of optical methods for characterizing WEOM and the
comparability of results, especially in multidisciplinary studies, relies on the preservation
of samples before analysis to minimize the effect of artifacts caused by sample storage or
sample pre-treatment (Thieme et al., 2016). Furthermore, from a practical standpoint, to
scale this technique to inform restoration decisions at the farm scale, it is important to
understand how storage can impact sample stability. In aquatic samples, freezing has
been shown to induce large and variable responses to optical properties of DOM (Spencer
et al., 2007). To facilitate comparison among studies, and to maintain the natural signal of
the DOM, it is established protocol in the aquatic environment to directly filter samples
after collection and cold store (without freezing) in the dark for analysis to be conducted
at natural pH (Spencer et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2010; Spencer and Coble, 2014).
Generally, soil samples storage methods include air-drying, cold storage (3 to 4 °C), and
frozen storage ( -20 to -23 °C). It is well established that the recovery of organic matter
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constituents such as dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) and dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) from soil samples is highly dependent upon the method of extraction and storage
(Jones and Willet, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2008, Watanabe et al., 2019). However, the
effects of soil sample storage methods and pre-treatment on the quantity, quality, and
properties of WEOM from terrestrial ecosystems are not fully understood even though
the effects of these mechanisms on basic soil properties have been extensively studied
and similar mechanisms are often encountered in nature (Sun et al., 2015; Thieme et al,
2016; Kim et al., 2017).
In particular, there is uncertainty around the impact of freezing as a storage method,
specifically in soils that routinely undergo freeze-thaw natural dynamics in-situ as a result
of natural climatic conditions. The changes introduced to soils by freeze-thaw cycles
include the disruption of soil aggregates, although soils with higher clay contents and
lower organic matter contents tend to be stable after freezing (Sillanpää and Webber,
1961, Lehrsch, 1991). The freezing process can induce the expansion of the pore
structure by the formation of ice crystals which results in the physical disintegration of
soil aggregates while thawing could also enhance the stability of wet soil aggregates by
the cohesion process (Hinman and Bisal, 1968; Six et al., 2004). Freeze-thaws are
considered to induce the release of easily compostable organic matter, from cell lyses and
the microbial production of stress avoidance metabolites, resulting in CO2 flushing
through enhanced microbial mineralization, with free-lipids decreasing in size and
bound-lipids and lignin compounds remaining stable even with repeated freeze -thaws
(Ivarson and Snowden, 1970; Feng et al., 2007; Schmitt et al., 2008; Miura et al., 2019).
Such changes in the nature of organic matter in response to freezing can also be reflected
in the optical properties of WEOM with the effect of these changes influenced strongly
by the initial DOC concentration of the fresh sample (Thieme et al., 2016; Kim et al.,
2017). Characterizing the impact of freeze-thaw dynamics on the optical properties
of WEOM offers insight into natural ecosystem variability and post-sampling
storage of clay-plain soils.
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Objectives and Hypothesis
There is increased attention in the Great Lakes region, and beyond, on the role of
agriculturally based measures in enhancing SOC sequestration to both aids in bolstering
climate resilience and to help address water quality and ecosystem health concerns
downstream (Lam et al 2016, Macrae 2021; Sterner et al 2017). However, little is known
for this soil type (Brookston Clay) within southwestern Ontario about the interplay
between management options and the scales at which SOM properties undergo
transformation. Developing an approach that can provide robust and rapid analysis of
SOM changes will contribute to our ability to assess the effectiveness of conservation
practices and their increased SOM uptake. This thesis will also address scientific
uncertainty associated with laboratory-based methods used to characterize WEOM and
their implications to ecosystem processes in agricultural soils.
The objective of this thesis research is to characterize organic matter in agriculturally
impacted clay plain soils and address analytically based and field-based uncertainties
associated with carbon characterization using southwestern Ontario in Great Lakes basin
as a case study. Understanding the impact of freeze-thaw dynamics on the optical
properties of WEOM may provide insight in ecosystem dynamics while also informing
protocols for post-sampling storage of clay-plain soils. Considering the relevant spatial
scales and seasonal freeze-thaw aspects on carbon, this thesis will test the following
hypotheses:
H1:

SOC and WEOM vary modestly with land management and
significantly by soil horizon

H2:

Freezing soils affects WEOM absorbance but not fluorescence

To meet the requirements of my degree program, a manuscript focused on H1 of this
thesis has been submitted for peer-review in the Journal Geoderma. However, this thesis
will include and expand on H1 to also include H2 and a final overview. Specifically,
Chapter 2 will describe the methods and approaches used in the development of this
thesis while Chapter 3 will present key results. Chapter 4 will expand upon the results to
discuss how these findings can be used to address uncertainty around the role of sample
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storage in providing accurate and robust results while also being reflective of the natural
freeze-thaw cycles in agricultural landscapes in the temperate latitudes. Moreover, I will
discuss how the results provide insight into the management of low-gradient clay-plain
soils such as Brookston Clay, a common soil type in the region and will synthesize the
findings of Chapter 3 in the context of broader challenges for the region. These
challenges include uncertainty around the efficacy of land-based conservation measures
in supporting soil fertility, retaining carbon and other nutrients from downstream export
into the Great Lakes, and addressing the complexities of climate change.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
Site Location
This research is situated in Essex County, Ontario, Canada in the Laurentian Great Lakes
Basin of North America (traditionally known as Turtle Island). Essex County, a primarily
rural region in southwestern Ontario and the Traditional Territory of the Three Fires
Confederacy (Ojibway, Odawa, and Potawatomi), is approximately 175,000 hectares in
extent. It is located on the Western Basin of Lake Erie in the south, with the Detroit River
to the west and Lake St. Clair to the north. Essex County is largely composed of clayplain soils (Figure 1), the most extensive of which, and a prominent soil type for
agriculture in the Great Lakes Basin, is Brookston Clay.
The Brookston series is a poorly drained member of the Huron catena and is
taxonomically classified as an Orthic Humic Gleysol (Richards, Caldwell, and Morwick,
1949). The series has a relatively high organic matter content in the surface soil.
Brookston Clay, a member of the Brookston series, is a heavy textured soil developed on
relatively stone-free glacial till and located on level to gently undulating topography with
a mapped extent of approximately 8000 km2, predominantly located in southwestern
Ontario. The profile horizons (except the Ac) are less distinct than in the associated welldrained soils (Evans and Cameron, 1983; Figure 2, Table 3).
The flat terrain, mild climate, good quality soils, and long growing season make this area
particularly attractive for agricultural production, which is thus the primary land use for
the region. Essex County has considerably less livestock farming and relatively low
diversity of agricultural production than other regions in southern Ontario. Most of the
county’s significant natural features have, since the time of European settlement, either
been entirely lost or significantly degraded as a result of clearing and drainage for timber,
agriculture, and urban development (ERCA, 1986; ERCA, 2002). While estimates vary,
there has been an overall loss of approximately 97 % of the original wetland area (Snell,
1989) and 95 % of the original forest area (Vandall, 1979) within Essex County.
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Figure 1: The distribution of series soils in Essex County, Ontario (data source: Soil Survey
Complex, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2019-11-29)
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Figure 2: From left a) Brookston Clay soil profile, b) the Ac Horizon in a no-till agricultural
field, c) Brookston Clay collected from the G1 horizon in a no-till agricultural field.

Study Design
H1: SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land Management and Significantly
by Soil Horizon
All field sites were located on Brookston Clay soils (See Table 3, Figure 3). A total of
12 sites were sampled including 10 agricultural sites and 2 restored forest sites (Table 4).
Three boreholes, each comprising four depth increments, were sampled at each site (144
samples in total including 12 samples per site and 36 samples per depth increment).
Table 3: Soil depth categories in relation to described Brookston Clay soil horizons.
Study

Approximate

Brookston Clay Profile Horizon Description per the Essex

Sampling

Brookston

County Soil Survey (Richards, Caldwell, and Morwick,

Depth

Profile Horizon

1949)

0-15 cm

Ac

15-30 cm

6-8 inches of dark grey-brown clay; medium granular
structure; sticky when wet; almost stone-free; pH 6 .8-7.0.
6 inches of grey drab clay with yellow-brown

GA1

mottlings; fine to medium nuciform structure;
sticky when wet; pH 6.8.

30-45 cm
45-60 cm

G1

18 inches of grey clay with yellow-brown mottling; coarse
blocky structure; tough and plastic; pH 7.0.
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Figure 3: Sampling Locations situating the study sites and the primary land management
applied including conservation agriculture (n=4; red diamonds), conventional tillage (n=3;
blue triangle), cover crop (n=1), agricultural lands restored to forest (n=2; purple star), and
no-till (n=3; orange circle).

The agricultural sites were located on private farms with conventional tillage (n=3), notill (n=3), and conservation agriculture (n=4). Conventional sites were those which had
>20 years of continuous conventional tillage. Here conventional tillage refers to
moldboard plowing (inversion of the soil) followed by a secondary tillage operation such
as disking and/ or harrowing (Blevins and Frye, 1993). No-till sites were those which had
>20 years continuous no or minimal tillage (conservation tillage). Secondary tillage
operations such as strip-tillage, disking and/ or harrowing may have been carried out.
Conservation agriculture sites were those that had both >20 years continuous no or
minimal tillage and also incorporated one or more newly established (<5 years)
conservation practices. Conservation practices included in this category include cover
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crops, microbial soil amendments, inter-seeding of corn and soy, and a fourth crop
rotation of buckwheat. All agricultural sites were managed in a wheat-corn-soy rotation
except for a single conservation agriculture site which included a fourth rotation of
buckwheat. Forested sites were those restored from previous agricultural use to
Carolinian Forest during the period between 1950 and 1979. Although restored to a forest
is a typical practice for restoration, the area was likely marshlands that were drained for
agriculture (Snell, 1989) and it remains unclear if these sites were forest prior to
European settlement and conversion of the land to agriculture.
Table 4: Field site categories based on management practice
Practice Name

Number

Definition and Site Description

of Sites
Conventional

3

Conventional sites were those which had >5 years continuous
annual cultivation as the major means of seedbed preparation
and weed control. Here conventional tillage refers to moldboard
plowing (inversion of the soil) followed by a secondary tillage
operation such as disking and/ or harrowing.

No-Till

3

No-Till sites were those which had >5 years continuous no or
minimal tillage. Secondary tillage operations such as striptillage, disking and/ or harrowing may have been carried out.

Conservation

4

Agriculture

Conservation agriculture sites were those that had both >5 years
continuous no or minimal tillage and also incorporated one or
more newly established (<5 years) conservation practices.
Conservation practices included in this category include cover
crops, microbial soil amendments, interseeding of corn and soy,
and a 4th crop rotation of buckwheat.

Forested

2

Forested sites were those restored from previous agricultural
use at some point between 1950 and 1979 to Carolinian Forest.
Although restored to a forest growth typical of the wider region
much of the area represents marshland drained for agriculture
(Snell, 1989) and it is unclear if these sites were forested prior
to agriculture.
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H2: Freezing Soils Affect WEOM Absorbance but Not Fluorescence
One additional agricultural field was sampled during spring to assess the effect of soil
sample storage on optical WEOM properties. Soil samples were collected from an
agricultural field under a rye cover crop and classified as Brookston Clay Sand-Spot
Phase. Sampling was undertaken in early spring before the cover crop was terminated.
WEOM is generally most commonly derived from field moist samples or samples which
have been cold-stored for several days before they are dehydrated and then rehydrated
with hot or cold ultrapure water. For this study, it was therefore decided that fresh
samples (field moist and stored at 3 °C) would represent the reference condition and the
frozen (field moist and stored at -23 °C) would represent the treatment.
Soil Sampling
H1: SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land Management and Significantly
by Soil Horizon
Triplicate soil cores were collected from each field site (three blocks chosen at random
from within a predetermined 10 x 1-acre grid placed at least 50 m from field edge) using
an Amex 4-inch one-piece mud auger to a depth of 60 cm. Soil cores were separated into
four depth increments (0 – 15 cm, 15 -30 cm, 30-45 cm, 45-60 cm). Soil removed in each
increment was placed into a clean plastic bucket and well mixed before a subsample was
collected. In-situ measurements of soil moisture, temperature, and bulk electrical
conductivity (EC) were taken both at the surface of the borehole and the final depth
within the borehole using a Terros 12 soil probe. Samples were placed in sealable plastic
bags, frozen, and stored at -23 °C until further processing could be undertaken.
H2: Freezing Soils Affect WEOM Absorbance but Not Fluorescence
Surface samples (n=7) and soil cores (n=16) were collected from each field site (within a
predetermined 11 x 1-acre grid placed at least 50 m from field edge) using an Amex 4inch one-piece mud auger. Surface samples were taken to a depth of 15 cm and soil cores
to a depth of 60 cm. Soil cores were separated into four depth increments (0-15 cm, 15-30
cm, 30-45 cm, 45-60 cm). Soil collected at each increment was placed into a clean plastic
bucket and well mixed. Two sub-samples samples were collected from each of the
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samples and placed in sealable plastic bags. One of the subsamples from each sample
location was frozen and stored at -23 °C for two weeks before further processing was
undertaken. The second subsample was stored at 3 °C for 24 hours before being further
processed.
Soil Processing
Soil samples were prepared as per Romero et al. (2017) (See Supplementary Methods).
Samples were placed in aluminum weigh boats and dried at 50 °C for approximately 24
hours (or until completely dry). Dried samples were crushed to pass through a 2-mm
sieve and all identifiable crop residue material, including roots, was removed by handpicking with tweezers. Samples were transferred to a sealable plastic-lined bag for
storage at room temperature before analysis.
Organic Matter Extraction
Soil samples were leached as per Romero et al. (2017). Soil (50 g) was added to an acidwashed (10 % HCl) 250-mL glass beaker with 100 mL of ultrapure Milli-Q® water
(≤18.2 MΩ cm−1). The flasks were shaken (15 min, 100 rpm) and then allowed to settle
for three hours at room temperature (25 °C). The supernatant was filtered in a step
filtration process through sequentially smaller filters as follows: (1) pre-combusted
Whatman™ Glass Microfiber Filter (Grade GF/A - 1.6 μm), (2) pre-combusted
Whatman™ Glass Microfiber Filter (Grade GF/F - 0.7 μm), (3) single-use 0.45µm
VWR® Syringe Filter, (4) a single-use 0.22µm EZFLOW® membrane. Extracts were
transferred to opaque, acid-washed HDPE bottles and stored in the dark at 3 °C before
analysis.
Carbon and Nitrogen Analysis
For the land management gradient (H1: SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land
Management and Significantly by Soil Horizon), SOC measured as total organic carbon
(TOC) was determined using a Shimadzu SSM- 5000A solid sample combustion unit
from approximately 0.5 g of dried, crushed, and sieved soil. Negative SOC values,
associated with only the deepest soil layers where SOC was low and potential
interference from carbonate-rich subsoil layers was present, were corrected to the
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instrument detection limit. DOC, used to calculate specific ultraviolet absorbance at 254
nm (SUVA), was estimated from SOC based on the positive linear regression (y=
0.1589x+ 2.5467, r2=0.6051) obtained for soils in this region (E. Browne and L.A Weller,
University of Windsor, unpublished data; see Table S1 and S2).
For the soil storage analysis (H2: Freezing Soils Affect WEOM Absorbance but Not
Fluorescence), non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) and total nitrogen (TN) were
obtained from soil leachate using a Shimadzu TOC total organic carbon analyzer and
total nitrogen unit using standard methods.
Fluorescence Spectrometry
WEOM analysis was performed following Hosen et al. (2021); briefly, this included the
collection of UV–Vis absorption spectra and fluorescence excitation-emission matrices
(EEMs) using a Horiba Aqualog (Jobin Yvon Aqualog, Horiba Scientific; Edison, NJ)
equipped with a Xe lamp light source and 1 cm path length quartz cuvette at 25 °C.
Samples were measured for UV–Vis absorbance from 200 to 800 nm at 1 nm increments.
EEM analysis was conducted at excitation wavelengths ranging from 240 to 800 nm at 3
nm increments. Fluorescence emissions were collected from approximately 244.71 to
827.34 nm at 2.33 nm increments (using an integration of 4 CCD pixels). CCD gain was
set to medium. Raman scattering area was determined by exciting ultrapure Milli-Q®
water (≤18.2 MΩ cm−1) and integrating fluorescence 244.71 to 827.34 nm for 10 s
(Stedmon et al., 2003). For all other analyses, integration time was set to 1 s. During
analysis, Milli-Q water blanks were routinely collected every six samples. A sub-set of
samples was diluted (1:11 with ultrapure Milli-Q® water) to prevent CCD saturation.
Sample and blank EEMs were corrected using manufacturer-defined emission and
excitation correction files. Samples were then inner-filter corrected using UV–Vis
absorbance data (McKnight et al., 2001) and blank subtracted. To normalize for changes
in bulb intensity over time, EEMs were converted to Raman units (RU, nm-1) by dividing
each corrected EEM by the Raman scattering area determined on a given date (Stedmon
et al., 2003).
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DOM Optical Spectroscopy
Spectral indices and metrics based on optical properties of organic matter were calculated
using the R package staRdom (Pucher et al. 2019) in the R statistical software package
(V4.X; R Core Team, 2021). SUVA, which correlates with the levels of aromatic or
conjugated bonds in DOM, was calculated as the absorbance at 254 nm (Abs254) divided
by the DOC concentration and is presented in units of L mg-C-1 cm-1 (Weishaar et
al., 2003). The Fluorescent Index (Fi) is the ratio of fluorescence emission at 470 and
520 nm at excitation 370 nm and indicates if the DOM precursor material is more
microbial or is more terrestrially derived (Cory et al., 2010; McKnight et al., 2001). The
humification index (HIX) is the summation of fluorescence emissions at 435–480 nm
divided by the sum of fluorescence emission at 300–345 nm, at excitation 254 nm, and
indicates the degree of humification of soil extracts which is associated with the stability
of the organic matter (Ohno, 2002). The biological index (BIX) (R.U. cm) is calculated as
the ratio of emission intensity at 380 nm divided by 430 nm at excitation 310 nm and is
an indicator of autotrophic productivity (Huguet et al., 2009). Coble peaks (B, T, A, M,
C) were identified as the maximum signal (ex/em) in specific regions of the spectra
which relate back to known fractions of organic matter as follows: Peak B: tyrosine-like
(275ex/310em); Peak T: tryptophan-like (275ex/340em), Peak A: humic-like (260ex/380460em), Peak M: marine humic-like (312ex/380-420em) and Peak C: humic-like
(350ex/420-480em) (Coble, 1996).
PARAFAC Models
EEM data were sorted according to hypothesis using a single multivariate model called
parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC)(Cory et al., 2010) using the R package staRdom
(Pucher et al. 2019) in R. For H1 (SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Larm
Management and Significantly by Soil Horizon), 144 EEMs (normalised) representing
samples across a farming and restoration gradient were modelled. The resulting
PARAFAC model was validated using split-half validation (Murphy et al., 2013).
Resolved components were further identified via the open database OpenFluor
(www.openfluor.org) using a similarity score of 0.97.
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For H2 (Freezing Soils Affect WEOM Absorbance but Not Fluorescence) I included 46
EEMs (normalised) in the PARAFAC model, representing 23 samples stored at 3 ﹾC and
23 samples stored at -23 ﹾC. The resulting model was validated using split-half validation
(Murphy et al., 2013). Resolved components were further identified via the open database
OpenFluor (www.openfluor.org) using a similarity score of 0.97.
Statistical Analysis
H1: SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land Management and Significantly by Soil
Horizon
All data - SOC, EC, Abs254, SUVA, HIX, Fi, Soil Temperature, Volumetric Moisture,
and the PARAFAC components - were explored using box and whisker, and bar plots
using the package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) in R to visualise effects by depth and
practice as well as the interaction of depth and practice. To further compare SOC and
WEOM by land management, depth, and practice, I conducted linear mixed-effects
models (LME) in R, using the lme4 package (Bates, 2015). To compare SOC and WEOM
by land management, I treated SOC, EC, Abs254, SUVA, HIX, Fi, the PARAFAC
components and the proportional contribution of each component to total fluorescence as
dependent variables, with land management, or depth and practice as categorical fixed
effects and site as a random effect. Contrasts, which allow specific comparisons between
variables, were performed using emmeans package (Length, 2021).
Principal components analysis (PCA) was conducted in R and plotted using the ggfortify
package (Tang, Horikoshi, and Li, 2016; Horikoshi and Tang,2016). SOC, EC, Abs 254,
SUVA, HIX, Fi, and the proportional contribution of each PARAFAC component to total
fluorescence were treated as dependent variables.
H2: Freezing Soils Affect Absorbance but Not Fluorescence of WEOM
All data - SOC, Abs254, SUVA, HIX, Fi, BIX, the Cobalt peaks,the PARAFAC
components, DOC measured as non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC), and TN –
between frozen and freshly sampled soils were explored through a series of scatter plots
generated using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) in R to explore individual sample variability
across treatments. To further interrogate H2 (i.e., effect of freeze-thaw on WEOM), we
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conducted LMEs in R, using the lme4 package (Bates, 2015). Each of the WEOM
properties that were most consistent between treatments namely BIX, Fi, the PARAFAC
components, NPOC, and TN were treated as dependent variables, with treatment as a
categorical fixed effect and sample as a random effect. Dependent variables were
transformed as appropriate to improve the normality of the data and residuals. Contrasts,
which allow specific comparisons between variables, were performed using the emmeans
package (Length, 2021) in R.
As with H1, PCA was conducted in R and plotted using the ggfortify package (Tang,
Horikoshi, and Li, 2016; Horikoshi and Tang, 2016). NPOC, TN, Abs254, BIX, HIX, Fi,
each of the Coble peaks, and the proportional contribution of each PARAFAC
component to total fluorescence were treated as dependent variables.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
PARAFAC Results
The PARAFAC model outputs for H1 (SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land
Management and Significantly by Soil Horizon) produced three components explaining
98.47 % of the total variance (Figure 4). For H2 (Freezing Soils Affect WEOM
Absorbance but Not Fluorescence) the PARAFAC model resolved three components
explaining 99.14% of the total variance (Figure 5). PARAFAC components resolved for
H2 were found to be analogous with those identified in the model for H1 (Table 5). The
three fluorescent components are hereafter referred to as components one through three
(C1-C3). The relative contribution of each component to total fluorescence is hereafter
referred to as (P1-P3). The spectral ex/em maxima of these components and descriptions
of similar WEOM components reported in the literature are summarized in Table 5.
Component 1 (C1) was identified as a ubiquitous, humic-like DOM. Component 2 (C2)
was identified as humic-like DOM generally associated with agricultural or wastewater
activities. Component 3 (C3) was identified as protein-like with an emission maximum at
ultraviolet-A wavelengths overlapping with amino acid- and tannin-like DOM
fluorescent markers.
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Figure 4: PARAFAC analysis results showing the average excitation-emission matrix
(EEM) for each Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2) and Component 3 (C3) resolved
from water-extractable organic matter (WEOM), collected from soils across a
gradient of land management.
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Figure 5: PARAFAC analysis results showing the average excitation-emission matrix
(EEM) for each Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2), and Component 3 (C3) resolved
from Water Extractable Organic Matter (WEOM) collected from an agricultural field
where half were stored at 3 ﹾ°C and the remainder at – 23 °C before analysis.
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Table 5: Fluorescent characteristics of Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2) and
Component 3 (C3) identified by the PARAFAC Model in this study and identified to
likely source via the open database OpenFluor (www.openfluor.org) using a
similarity score of 0.97. Wavelength values in parenthesis indicate local maxima.
Component Excitation
peaks
(nm)
C1

(<251),
323

Emissio
n peaks
(nm)

Description

395, 407

Ubiquitous humic-like; older SOM; microbial-derived
humic peaks which are comprised of relatively aliphatic
and low molecular weight DOM.
Component 2 (Dalmagro et al., 2019), Component 2 (Li
et al., 2016), Component 2 (Tomco et al., 2019),
Component 2 (Catalá et al., 2015) Component 2 (Sheng
et al., 2021), Component 1 (Bianchi et al., 2014),
Component 2 (Catalán et al 2018), Component 1
(Kulkarni, Mladenov, and Datta, 2019).

C2

272

(462),
492

Humic-like; soil fulvic acid; impacted by agriculture or
wastewater activity; related to highly degraded, aromatic
DOM.
Component 1 (Tomco et al., 2019), Component 1(Li et
al., 2016), Component 1 (Kulkarni et al., 2018),
Component 1 (Tanaka, 2014), Component 1 (Shutova et
al., 2014), Component 1 (Kim et al., 2020), Component
1 (Murphy et al., 2011), Component 1 (Sun et al.,
2021), Component 1 (Yamashita, 2010), Component 1
(Osburn et al, 2016), Component 2 (Kulkarni,
Mladenov, and Datta, 2019), Component 1 (Catalá et
al., 2015), Component 2 (Wu et al., 2021), Component
6 (Podgorski et al., 2018), Component 1 (GoldBouchot et al., 2021), Component 1 (Harjung et al.,
2019) Component 1 (Dainard & Guéguen 2013).

C3

<251-266,
(365)

320

Protein like; UV-A fluorescence.
Component 4 (Romero et al., 2017), Component 4
(Cawley et al., 2012), Component 5 (Cawley et al.,
2012b), Component 4 (Yamashita et al., 2021),
Component 4 (Romero et al., 2019), Component 6
(Wünsch and Murphy, 2021), Component 4 (Kowalczuk
et al., 2009), Component 5 (Yamashita et al., 2010),
Component 4 (Osburn et al., 2016), Component 3
(Catalán et al., 2018), Component 3 (Gonçalves-Araujo
et al., 2016), Component 5 (Zhou, Martin, and Müller,
2019), Component 5 (Brogi et al., 2020), Component 3
(Gold-Bouchot et al., 2021).
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H1: SOC and WEOM Vary Modestly with Land Management and Significantly by Soil
Horizon
SOC differed by land management (Table 6; Figure 6) but not agricultural practice
(Table 7; Figure 7). Mean SOC was almost twice high in the forested sites (15.81 mg/g)
than in the agricultural sites (8.03mg/g; Pr(>F) = 0.0012; Figure 6a). Significant
interactions of SOC by depth and practice were found in the top (0-15cm) depth category
(Figure 8a) with forested sites displaying approximately twice the SOC than each of
agricultural management types (i.e., conventional, no-till, and conservation agriculture).
However, SOC did not significantly differ among agricultural management practices
(Figure 7a). Bulk EC was significantly lower in the forested (0.07 dS/m) than the
agricultural sites (0.2 dS/m; Pr(>F) =0.0021; Figure 6d).
Absorbance differed by land management (Figure 6b) and in the upper 0-15 cm by
agricultural practice (Figure 8b). Abs254, was higher in the forested sites (Abs254 = 68.9
m-1) than the agricultural sites (Abs254 = 32.1 m-1). Abs254 was also significantly higher at
0-15cm in the forested forest sites compared to conventional and no-till but was not
significantly different from conservation agriculture soils (Figure 8b). Fi differed by land
management (Figure 6f) but not agricultural practice (Figure 7i). Fi was higher in
agricultural soils than forested (Pr (>F) = 0.0117.). Both SUVA and HIX were only
slightly higher on average in forested samples and did not differ significantly from the
agricultural sites.
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Figure 6: Box and whisker plots of (a) Soil Organic Carbon concentration (SOC mg/g), (b) Absorbance at 264 nm (Abs254 m-1 ), (c)
Humification Index, (d) Bulk Electrical Conductivity (EC dS/m), (e) Specific ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA (L mg-C-1
m-1), and (f) Fluorescent Index from agricultural sites (n=10) and reforested sites (n=2). Solid inbox lines represent the median
and mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the non-outlier ranges and Pr(>F) values are provided (Linear mixed-effects model; *,
**, *** significant at Pr(>F) <0.05; Pr(>F) 0.01 and Pr(>F) 0.001, respectively).
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Table 6: Contrast result of the linear mixed-effects model of the effect of land
management on soil organic carbon (SOC), bulk electrical conductivity (EC dS/m),
optical properties of water-extracted organic matter (WEOM) namely absorbance at
254 nm (Abs254), specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA), humification index (HIX),
fluorescence index (Fi), PARAFAC Components (C1, C2, and C3) and the relative
contribution of each component to total fluorescence (P1, P2, and P3). Where
appropriate, data have been transformed to improve normality and are indicated.

Parameter

SOC

EC

logAbs254

√𝑆𝑈𝑉𝐴254

∛𝐻𝐼𝑋

Fi cube

C1

C2

√𝐶3

P1

Mean

Standard
Error

Degrees
of
Freedom

Lower
Confidence
Level

Upper
Confidence
Level

Agriculture

8.04

0.71

10

6.45

9.62

Forested

15.81

1.59

10

12.27

19.35

Agriculture

0.2035

0.0132

10

0.17404

0.233

Forested

0.0702

0.0296

10

0.00432

0.136

Agriculture

3.01

0.105 1

10

2.78

3.25

Forested

3.68

0.234 1

10

3.16

4.21

Agriculture

2.39

0.170 10

10

2.02

2.77

Forested

3.17

0.379 1

10

2.32

4.01

Agriculture

1.31

0.0261 1

10

1.25

1.36

Forested

1.37

0.0584

10

1.24

1.5

Agriculture

1.107

0.002569

10

1.101

1.112

Forested

1.087

0.005745

10

1.074

1.1

Agriculture

0.999

0.0244

10

0.945

1.05

Forested

0.905

0.0546

10

0.783

1.03

Agriculture

0.937

0.0285

10

0.873

1

Forested

1.095

0.0636

10

0.953

1.24

Agriculture

0.894

0.0267

10

0.835

0.954

Forested

0.867

0.0598

10

0.734

1.001

Agriculture

0.359

0.00972

10

0.338

0.381

Forested

0.324

0.02173

10

0.275

0.372

Land
Management
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P
value

0.0012

0.0021

0.0257

0.0926

0.3373

0.0117

0.1455

0.0462

0.6891

0.1666

Parameter

P2

P3

Mean

Standard
Error

Degrees
of
Freedom

Lower
Confidence
Level

Upper
Confidence
Level

Agriculture

0.342

0.0125

10

0.314

0.37

Forested

0.398

0.028

10

0.335

0.46

Agriculture

0.299

0.0142

10

0.267

0.33

Forested

0.278

0.0316

10

0.208

0.349

Land
Management

33

P
value

0.0993

0.572

Table 7: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the linear mixed-effects model of the effect
of cropping practice and soil depth on Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) and optical
properties of water-extractable organic matter (WEOM) namely absorbance at 254
nm (Abs254), specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA), humification index (HIX),
fluorescence index (Fi), PARAFAC Components (C1, C2, and C3) and the relative
contribution of each component to total fluorescence (P1, P2, and P3). Where
appropriate, data have been transformed to improve normality and are indicated.
Parameter

SOC

LogAbs254

√SUVA254

∛HIX

∛Fi

C1

Num
DF

Den
DF

F value

Pr(>F)

91.34

3

8

13.452

0.001717

6659.6

2219.86

3

120

326.913

< 2.2e-16

Practice:Depth

18.04.3

200.48

9

120

29.525

< 2.2e-16

Practice

1.481

0.494

3

8

2.1777

0.16852

Depth

99.46

33.153

3

120

146.2236

< 2e-16

Practice:Depth

4.4

0.489

9

120

2.1563

0.02977

Practice

1.751

0.584

3

8

1.6056

0.263

Depth

108.156

36.052

3

120

99.1806

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

3.626

0.403

9

120

1.1085

0.362

Practice

0.0683

0.02278

3

8

0.9381

0.4662

Depth

6.8595

2.2865

3

120

94.155

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

0.2392

0.02658

9

120

1.0945

0.372

Practice

0.003219

0.001073

3

8

4.0484

0.0505

Depth

0.062759

0.02092

3

120

78.9384

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

0.002991

0.000332

9

120

1.254

0.2691

Practice

0.059185

0.019728

3

8

1.3354

0.329406

Depth

0.184777

0.061592

3

120

4.1692

0.007567

Practice:Depth

0.227656

0.025295

9

120

1.7122

0.0933

Effect

Sum Sq

Mean sq

Practice
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Depth
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Parameter

C2

√C3

P1

P2

P3

Effect

Sum Sq

Mean sq

Num
DF

Den
DF

Practice

0.3419

0.11396

3

8

Depth

3.2368

1.07895

3

Practice:Depth

0.3892

0.04324

Practice

0.0119

Depth

F value

Pr(>F)

3.9575

0.05316

120

37.4691

< 2e-16

9

120

1.5016

0.15491

0.00396

3

8

0.1732

0.9116

7.5775

2.52585

3

120

110.415

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

0.1676

0.01862

9

120

0.8139

0.6043

Practice

0.006886

0.002295

3

8

0.9603

0.45697

Depth

0.218096

0.072699

3

120

30.4138

1.07E-14

Practice:Depth

0.039934

0.004437

9

120

1.8563

0.06504

Practice

0.03310

0.01103

3

8

2.3870

0.1447

Depth

0.97287

0.32429

3

120

70.1554

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

0.05522

0.00614

9

120

1.3274

0.2298

Practice

0.00765

0.00255

3

8

0.3802

0.7701

Depth

2.09584

0.69861

3

120

104.1797

<2e-16

Practice:Depth

0.04892

0.00544

9

120

0.8106

0.6074
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Figure 7: Box and whisker
plots of soil organic
carbon concentration
(SOC mg/g), absorbance
at 254 nm (Abs254 m-1),
Specific ultraviolet
absorbance at 254 nm
(SUVA (L mg-C-1 m-1)),
Humification Index, and
Fluorescent Index from a
gradient of agricultural
management practice
including modern
conventional agriculture
with regular tillage (n=3),
no-till (n=3),
conservation agriculture
(n=4) and reforested
agricultural sites (n=2),
and with depth (0-15 cm,
15-30 cm, 30-45 cm, and
45-60 cm). Solid inbox
lines represent the
median and mean,
respectively; whiskers
delimit the non-outlier
ranges and letters
indicate significant
differences (Linear
mixed-effects model with
contrasts P > 0.05).
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Figure 8: Box and
whisker plots of
significant
interactions between
(a) soil organic
carbon
concentration (SOC
mg/g) and (b)
absorbance at 254
nm (Abs254 m-1) with
depth (0-15 cm, 1530 cm, 30-45 cm, and
45-60 cm) and
faceted by a gradient
of management
practice including
modern
conventional
agriculture with
regular tillage (n=3),
no-till (n=3),
conservation
agriculture (n=4)
and reforested
agricultural sites
(n=2). Solid inbox
lines represent the
median and mean,
respectively;
whiskers delimit the
non-outlier ranges
and letters indicate
significant
differences (Linear
mixed-effects model
with contrasts P >
0.05).
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No significant differences were found among land management categories (Figure 9a) or
management practices (Figure 10) in both the humic-like C1 and the protein-like C3
fluorescent intensity and their proportional contribution to fluorescence (P1 and P2). The
fulvic-like C2’s fluorescent intensity was significantly higher in the forested sites (1.095
FMax R.U.) as compared to the agricultural sites (0.937 FMax R.U.) but there was no
significant difference in C2 within the agricultural management practices or the
proportional contribution to WEOM by practice.

Figure 9: (a) Box and whisker plot of Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2) and
Component 3 (C3) from agricultural sites (n=10) and reforested sites (n=2). Solid
inbox lines represent the median and mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the nonoutlier ranges and letters indicate significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model
with contrasts P > 0.05); (b) Bar plots of the relative contribution to total
fluorescence of Component 1, Component 2, and Component 3. Letters indicate
significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05).
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Figure 10: Box and whisker plot of Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2) and
Component 3 (C3) fluorescent intensity along a gradient of management practice
including modern conventional agriculture with regular tillage (n=3), no-till (n=3),
conservation agriculture (n=4) and reforested agricultural sites (n=2). Solid inbox
lines represent the median and mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the non-outlier
ranges and letters indicate significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model with
contrasts P > 0.05); Bar plots of the relative contribution to total fluorescence. Letters
indicate significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05).
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No significant differences in topsoil or subsoil volumetric moisture content were found
between land management categories (surface moisture: Pr(>F) =0.6502; subsoil
moisture: Pr(>F) = 0.1032) or among agricultural management practices (surface
moisture: Pr(>F) = 0.6055; subsoil moisture: Pr(>F) = 0.1174; Figure 11). Similarly, no
significant differences in topsoil or subsoil temperature were found between land
management categories (surface temperature: Pr(>F) = 0.0607; subsoil temperature Pr(>F) = 0.1032) or among agricultural management practices (surface temperature:
Pr(>F) = 0.0605; subsoil temperature: Pr(>F) = 0.09772), although forested soils were
cooler (surface temperature: 14.4 °C; subsoil temperature: 15.5 °C) on average than
agricultural soils (surface temperature: 21.4 ﹾC; subsoil temperature: 21.5 °C).
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Figure 11: Box and whisker plot of moisture and temperature at the soil surface and
at depth (60cm), sorted by land management, and along a gradient of agricultural
practice including modern conventional agriculture with regular tillage (n=3), no-till
(n=3), conservation agriculture (n=4), and reforested agricultural sites (n=2). Solid
inbox lines represent the median and mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the nonoutlier ranges and letters indicate significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model
with contrasts P > 0.05).
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Both SOM quantity and composition show strong vertical zonation with significant
differences found in each of the properties of SOC/WEOM measured including SOC,
spectral indices and PARAFAC components with depth (Table 7) SOC and Abs254 both
declined across all measured depth increments. SOC was on average 10 times higher at
the surface (20.89mg/g) than at 45-60cm (2.87 mg/g; Pr(>F) = < 2.2e-16) and declined
evenly with depth (Figure 7b). This effect size was even greater in forest soils (10.6
times) than the agricultural soils (3.9 times). However, both showed the same pattern of
decline (roughly halving in each successive soil depth). Abs254 was also approximately
8.5 times higher at the surface (Abs254 = 87.6 m-1) than at 45-60cm (Abs254 = 10.3 m-1;
Pr(>F) = < 2e-16), with a marked decrease between 15-30cm (Abs254 = 49 m-1) and 3045cm (Abs254 = 16.4 m-1) (Figure 7d). Significant differences were identified in SUVA,
HIX, and Fi within the upper three depth increments (0-15cm, 15-30cm, and 30-45cm)
but not between the two sub-soil categories (30-45cm and 45-60cm) (Figure 7). This
pattern mirrors the overlap between the sampled depth categories and the approximate
depth of soil horizons in this soil type (Table 3). SUVA and HIX declined, while Fi
increased with each successive soil horizon.
PARAFAC components C1, C2, and C3 average fluorescent maxima (Fmax R.U.) and
proportional contribution to total fluorescence were all found to vary with depth (Figure
12; Table 7). Component C1’s fluorescent intensity remained similar within the upper
three depth increments (0-15 cm, 15-30 cm, and 30-45 cm), but decreased in the 45-60
cm increment. Levels of component C2 remained similar within the upper two depth
increments (0-15 cm and 15-30 cm) but decreased in the subsoil increments (30-45 cm
and 45-60 cm). C3 followed an inverse pattern to C2 with fluorescent intensity and
proportional contribution to fluorescence increasing with depth. There was a strong
inverse proportional relationship between P2 and P3 (r2 = -0.9; See Table S2).
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Figure 12: (a) Box and whisker plot of (1) Component 1 (C1), (2) Component 2 (C2),
and (3) Component 3 (C3) fluorescent intensity with depth (0-15cm, 15-30cm, 3045cm, and 45-60cm). Solid inbox lines represent the median and mean, respectively;
whiskers delimit the non-outlier ranges and letters indicate significant differences
(Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05); (b) Bar plots of the relative
contribution to total fluorescence. Letters indicate significant differences (Linear
mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05).
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PCAs revealed relationships between spectral indices, SOC, PARAFAC components by
depth (Figure 13a), and the approximate soil horizon (Figure 13b) with principal
component 1 explaining 49.3% and principal component 2 explaining 13.22% of the
variance. The PCAs resolved a distinct depth gradient with some overlap between
adjacent members both by the depth and approximate soil horizon, confirming the
correlation of depth with approximate soil horizon in this study (Table 3). Both SOC and
optical properties of WEOM reflect this gradient with samples taken in the upper soil
depth (0-15 cm) being distinct from the deepest soil depth (45-60 cm). C2, P2, SUVA254,
SOC, estimated DOC, and HIX were all tightly associated in topsoil increments (0-15,
15-30cm/Ac and GA1). C1 and P1 were associated with both top and subsoil increments
(30-45 cm and 45-60 cm/ G22) but were less tightly coupled than seen with C2 and C3.
C3, P3, Fi, and EC were strongly associated with subsoil. Surface moisture was
associated with C1 and shallower soils, while temperature had a limited effect and was
not associated with any other variables.
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Figure 13: A principal components analysis (PCA) treating SOC, Surface Moisture,
Surface Temperature, EC, Abs 254, SUVA, HIX, FI, the PARAFAC Components, and the
proportional contribution of each component to total fluorescence as dependent
variables grouped by (a) soil depth (b) approximate soil horizon. Variables pointing
in the same general direction in a PCA plot were positively correlated, whereas those
pointing in opposite directions were negatively correlated.
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H2: Freezing Soils Affect WEOM Absorbance but Not Fluorescence
Freezing samples induced fairly large and variable responses although certain properties
were more robust to freezing than others (Figure 14; Table 8). BIX (% ∆ = -7.70501),
Fi (% ∆ = -1.82524), C1 ( % ∆ = -), C2 (% ∆ = 0.285198), and C3 (% ∆ = 1.048913)
were the most consistent between treatments compared with the Coble peaks (A, B, C, M,
T), absorbance at Abs254, HIX, NPOC, and TN each of which included samples that
changed in excess of 50% from the fresh treatment (Table 9: Figure 15). Coble peaks B
and T, HIX, NPOC, and TN were particularly prone to freeze-induced variation with
some individual sample parameters changing by more than 100% between treatments.
The overall variation between samples within each of the measured properties of WEOM
was also larger for those samples that were stored at -23 °C as compared to those that
were stored at 3 °C.
Table 8: A summary of SOC and WEOM properties (fresh, n=23; frozen, n=23) including a
description of the mean and standard error (SE) of non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC),
total nitrogen (TN), PARAFAC Components (C1-C3), Coble peaks (A, B, C, M AND T), absorbance
at 254 nm (Abs254), biological index (BIX), humification index (HIX), and fluorescence index
(Fi) in water-extractable organic matter (WEOM) between samples stored at 3 °C and those
frozen at -23 °C.

Parameter
NPOC (mg/l)
TN (mg/l)
C1 (FMax R.U)
C2 (Fmax R.U)
C3 (Fmax R.U)
Abs254 (nm)
BIX
HIX
Fi
A
B
C
M
T

Fresh Frozen SE
50
43.9
6.92
2.18
2.64
0.322
0.988
0.984
0.0168
0.967
0.937
0.0387
1.02
1.06
0.164
66.5
65.9
9.03
0.774
0.836
0.0312
3.97
4.58
0.473
1.23
1.26
0.0193
4.81
4.49
0.659
1.24
1.15
0.154
2.67
2.54
0.377
3.14
2.92
0.426
1.47
1.48
0.217
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BIX was significantly lower in the frozen samples (p = 0.0013), however, there was no
significant difference between treatments for each of the other measured properties of
WEOM (Table 10). BIX was fairly robust to freezing, although the mean BIX was
significantly higher in the frozen samples the individual samples changed more or less
consistently in the same direction (increased). NPOC tended to increase in the frozen
samples overall, although the mean change was not significantly different, while TN
decreased in the frozen samples (p = 0.0474).

Figure 14: Paired scatter plots showing a change in properties of water-extractable organic
matter (WEOM) between samples stored at 3°C and stored at -23°C before further processing
for a-c) PARAFAC Components (C1-C3); d-h) Coble peaks (A, B, C, M, T); i) Absorbance at
254nm (Abs254); j) Biological Index (BIX); k) Humification Index (HIX); l) Fluorescent Index
(Fi); m) Non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC); and n) Total nitrogen (TN).
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Table 9: Percentage change (% ∆) and standard error (SE) of non-purgeable organic carbon
(NPOC), total nitrogen (TN), PARAFAC Components (C1- C3), coble peaks (A, B, C, M AND T),
absorbance at 254 nm (Abs254), biological Index (BIX), humification index (HIX), and
fluorescence index (Fi) in water-extractable soil organic matter (WEOM) between samples
stored at 3 °C and those stored at -23 °C.

Parameter
NPOC
TN
C1
C2
C3
Abs254
BIX
HIX
Fi
A
B
C
M
T

%∆
-0.72567
-28.6819
-0.18333
0.285198
1.048913
-5.80864
-7.70501
-17.2859
-1.82524
6.932584
1.778577
5.867413
4.386543
-15.5323

SE
9.589771
8.579471
2.446241
3.065376
2.439243
6.783258
1.891881
10.34353
0.860921
6.212221
13.59262
6.882229
7.051711
21.78638
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Figure 15: Scatter plot showing percentage change for PARAFAC Components (C1-C3); Coble
peaks (A, B, C, M, T), absorbance at 254 nm (Abs254), biological Index (BIX), humification index
(HIX), fluorescence index (Fi), non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC), and total nitrogen (TN)

Table 10: Pairwise contrast of the linear mixed-effects model between samples stored at 3 °C
and those stored at -23 °C on non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC), total nitrogen (TN),
PARAFAC Components (C1-C3), coble peaks (A, B, C, M AND T), absorbance at 254 nm (Abs254),
biological Index (BIX), humification index (HIX), and fluorescence index (Fi) in waterextractable organic matter (WEOM).

Parameter
NPOC
TN
C1
C2
C3
BIX
Fi

estimate SE
df
6.15
5.75
-0.462
0.22
0.00371
0.0238
0.0299
0.0293
-0.0415
0.124
-0.0614
0.0166
-0.0228
0.0112

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
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t.ratio
p.value
1.069
0.2967
-2.1
0.0474
0.156
0.8777
1.021
0.3183
-0.336
0.7404
-3.699
0.0013
-2.033
0.0543

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

The objective of this thesis was to characterize organic matter in human-impacted
landscapes using the low-topography, clay-dominated soils of Essex County as a case
study. Here I addressed the analytically based and field-based uncertainties through a
field study to determine the variation in organic matter properties across an agricultural
management gradient, and laboratory-based study to explore the extent to which sample
handling (refrigeration/freezing) influenced optical properties of organic matter to inform
both sample storage limitations but also capture real-world freeze-thaw dynamics
experienced by in situ soils in the region.
Specifically, I hypothesized that:
H1:

SOC and WEOM vary modestly with land management and significantly by

soil horizon
H2:

Freezing soils affect WEOM absorbance but not fluorescence of WEOM

Identifying likely C source through PARAFAC Components
Published PARAFAC models most commonly resolve 3–8 components where each
component represents a different optical signature of DOM. Although soil-derived DOM
models typically resolve fewer components, our gradient resolved low carbon-complexity
overall suggesting a more homogeneous landscape. Component 1 (C1) was identified as a
ubiquitous, humic-like DOM. C1’s fluorescence signature is associated with the “M
Peak” (microbial-derived humic peaks, which are comprised of relatively aliphatic and
low molecular weight DOM) and is ubiquitous in a wide range of environments (Tomco
et al. 2019, Coble, 1996). Similar components have been described as recalcitrant in
nature and most likely derived from older SOM (Dalmagro et al., 2019). Component 2
(C2) was identified as humic-like DOM generally associated with agricultural or
wastewater activities (Kulkarni et al 2018). C2 overlaps Peaks A and C, suggesting
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highly degraded, aromatic DOM. Osburn et al. (2016) suggested C2’s longwave emission
properties (>450 nm) may be a result of highly conjugated aromatic material present in
the DOM that resembles isolated fulvic acids from soils and sediments (Senesi, 1990).
Component 3 (C3) was identified as protein-like with an emission maximum at
ultraviolet-A wavelengths overlapping with amino acid- and tannin-like DOM
fluorescent markers (analogous to the primary fluorescence of peak B and secondary
fluorescence peak T) (Murphy et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2018; Coble et al.,
2014), or microbially produced substances indicative of less degraded soil peptide
materials (Zhang et al., 2017). UV-A fluorescence in this region, while often associated
with protein-like fluorophores, could also be due to simple phenols, such as tannins and
gallic acid (Maie et al., 2007), and lignin phenols (Hernes et al., 2009, Cawley et al.,
2012b).
SOC is more sensitive to shifts in land management than WEOM
We found that SOC differed by land management but not agricultural management
practice, with mean SOC almost twice as high in the forested sites than in the agricultural
sites, specifically in the topsoil horizon (0-15 cm). This confirms findings from other
studies whereby SOC concentrations in Eastern Canada did not differ with tillage
(VandenBygaart et al., 2003; Yang et al, 2018; Miller et al., 2020). The counteracting
effects of tillage-induced changes in soil temperature with depth, soil hydrology, and
changes in aggregate stability can result in similar net losses of carbon across practices
albeit through differing mechanisms (Zang et al., 2010; Yang et al, 2018; Miller et al.,
2020). Bulk EC was significantly lower in the forested than the agricultural sites, most
likely reflecting the use of fertilizers in the agricultural sites. Soil disturbances induced by
soil and crop management in the agricultural sites have been found to contribute to the
increased microbial decomposition of SOC and therefore were likely driving lower SOC
values in the agricultural sites (Santos et al. 2022). Absorbance, an indicator of aromatic
content of SOC, differed by land management and, in the upper 0-15 cm, by agricultural
management practice. However, both SUVA and HIX, which reflect the proportion rather
than the overall quantity of aromatic content within a sample, were only slightly higher
on average in forested samples and did not differ significantly from the agricultural sites
(Weishaar et al., 2003; Ohno 2002). This implies that increased aromaticity indicated by
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higher Abs254 in forest soil is due to increased WEOM/SOC concentration, not a
difference in composition between forested and agricultural soils. Fi differed by land
management but not agricultural management practice. Fi was higher in agricultural soils
than forested indicating newer, more microbial WEOM/SOC matter in agricultural soils
(McKnight et al., 2001; Cory et al., 2010). Higher proportions of freshly produced
WEOM are often found in fertilizer-based agricultural systems as compared to systems
where naturally derived organic matter dominates SOM (Chen et al., 2021).
The fulvic-like C2’s fluorescent intensity was significantly higher in the forested sites as
compared to the no-till, and although there was no significant difference in C2 within the
agricultural management practices or the proportional contribution to WEOM by
practice, C2 was lower in the no-till soils. This suggests that the difference in the C2
between observed between land management types (forested and agricultural soils)
described above may be due to decreased fulvic-like WEOM in no-till soils. No
significant differences were found between land management categories or among
agricultural management practices in both the humic-like C1 and the protein-like C3
fluorescent intensity and their proportional contribution to fluorescence (P1 and P2).
When considering the temperature and moisture data it is important to note that
temperature and moisture readings were not collected on the same day and therefore it is
impossible to untangle the effects of weather and timing for this dataset. However, this
dataset does provide some important context in terms of the hydrology of these soils.
That no significant difference was found between either land management or agricultural
management practices is however interesting as soils of this type and in this region are, in
the absence of artificial drainage such as agricultural tiles, typically waterlogged,
particularly during the cooler, winter months. That the high SOC forested soils had
similar moisture contents as the lower SOC agricultural soils, despite the artificial
drainage in the agricultural fields, confirms previous studies which found an increase in
soil hydrophobicity with increased SOC content (Miller et al 2019). In this region, during
the winter months, forested areas typically become flooded and boggy whereas in the hot,
summer months they are often dry. Typically forested soils are cooler and wetter yearround due to shading from the canopy which reduces evaporation. Furthermore, forested
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soils typically display thick O-horizons which act like a sponge and retain moisture and
keep soils cooler resulting in lower net losses of carbon over time (Yang et al, 2018). The
restored forested soils in this study, which are naturally clay-heavy soils and have little to
no O-horizon post-restoration, dry out in the summer but become waterlogged during the
cooler months (Schaetzl, 1990). The tile-drained agricultural fields remain comparatively
dry year-round. The seasonal wetting and drying of these clay soils may partially explain
the higher SOC accumulation in forests as compared to the agricultural sites.
Furthermore, our restored forested sites are likely to be similarly prone to freeze-thaw
disturbances as the agricultural soils as they lack the greater insulation offered by
significant O-Horizon typical of forested areas (Schaetzl, 1990). The drier summer soils
in the forested sites may be a key reason that WEOM composition remained relatively
unchanged even decades post-restoration.
Recent studies looking at DOM complexity in semi-arid loam soils have found that
management practices such as cropping intensity (Kalbitz, 2000; Romero et al. 2017)
and, to a lesser extent, cropping system (Gao et al. 2017, Romero et al. 2019) may
influence organic matter characteristics in soils. Similar to some field-scale studies (Sun
et al., 2017; Mielnik et al. 2021), I found that the quantity of SOC was more responsive
than composition to different land management. Yet, other studies do find a response of
WEOM composition to land management, suggesting that local environmental context
controls the responsiveness of SOC to management practice (Rinot et al., 2021; Jakab et
al., 2021; Santos et al., 2022). Laboratory studies have shown that management practices
can alter WEOM, but field trials often show less equivocal results due to the influence of
hydrology and soil properties (Chantigny, 2003). Discrepancies between field-scale
studies may be due to the time scale of field-scale land-use changes as transport of DOM
in field conditions increases the time it takes for standing stocks of SOC to respond to
management actions at this scale (Bolan et al, 2011, Kalibitz et al. 2001, Grant et al.,
2019, Macrae et al., 2019). Thus, changes to SOC from long-term agricultural sites may
not quickly respond to individual management practices, which may be short-lived
(Zsolnay, 1996, Chantigny, 2003; Musadji, 2020). Brookston Clay soils have dense, low
organic matter clay horizons. Organic matter accumulation in these soils is driven by the
poor drainage of these soils, which drives organic matter accumulation in surface
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horizons. Agricultural sites maintain relatively well-drained soils through tile drainage to
promote crop production. This enhanced drainage bypasses the low permeability of heavy
clay horizons and the presence of preferential flow paths leads to enhanced runoff of
SOC, loss of SOM via tile drains, and enhanced respiration of SOC in well-drained soils.
These changes thus limit the potential for agricultural management practices to change
SOC (Grant et al., 2019). Reforested clay-plain agricultural soils were able to accrue
significantly higher stocks of naturally derived organic matter, particularly fulvic-like
DOM, but even after more than 50 years still appeared compositionally similar to
agricultural soils. It is possible that the sorption of SOC to the surface of the clay
particles and physical protection of this SOC by soil macro-aggregates retard SOC
decomposition and enhance SOC accumulation, leading to a decoupling of SOC
accumulation and WEOM composition in clay soils (Tisdall and Oades 1982, Stevenson,
1994; Meyer et al., 1994a; Meyer et al., 1994b). Furthermore, increased hydrophobicity
associated with high SOC in forested soils may favour SOC accumulation in the forested
areas without associated WEOM compositional changes (Miller et al., 2019). Thus, our
findings indicate that short-term conversions among agriculture practices may be
ineffective. Instead, in this context, locally modified practices are likely to be more
effective rather than a one size fits all approach for the region (Macrae et al., 2021).
Vertical zonation of SOC concentration and WEOM structure
Both SOM quantity and composition show strong vertical zonation with significant
differences found with depth in each of the properties of SOC and WEOM measured
including SOC, spectral indices, and PARAFAC components. Changes in optical
properties of WEOM reflected the change in soil horizons from lighter clay to heavier
more anaerobic clay. Similar vertical zonation was seen between land-use types, but in
reforested samples, significant increases in SOC were only seen in shallow samples. This
provides further evidence that enhanced litter inputs and restored hydrology upon
reforestation allow the typically poorly drained Brookston Clay soils to accumulate SOC
in upper soil layers.
Significant differences were identified in SUVA, HIX, and Fi among the upper three
depth increments but not between the two sub-soil categories (30-45 cm and 45-60 cm).
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This pattern mirrors the overlap between the sampled depth categories and the
approximate depth of soil horizons in this soil type as well as the change in soil horizons
from lighter, more aerobic clays at the surface to heavier anaerobic clays at depth. SUVA
and HIX declined with depth in each successive soil horizon, indicating a decrease of
aromaticity with depth and increasing clay content, while Fi increased with depth
suggesting increased processing of humic-like WEOM and production of more proteinlike WEOM, particularly in the anaerobic, heavy clay, subsoil layers.
PARAFAC components C1, C2, and C3 average fluorescent maxima (FMax R.U.) and
proportional contribution to total fluorescence were all found to vary with depth.
Component C1’s fluorescent intensity remained similar within the upper three depth
increments but decreased in the deepest subsoil increment. Levels of component C2
remained similar within the upper two depth increments but decreased in the subsoil
increments. C3 followed an inverse pattern to C2 with fluorescent intensity and
proportional contribution to total fluorescence increasing with depth. The strong inverse
proportional relationship of P2 and P3 and the increase of Fi with depth indicate a
continuum where the fulvic-like C2 is replaced by the more protein-like C3. The proteinlike C3 may be important for the long-term storage of carbon in deep, impenetrable subsoil layers.
PCAs revealed relationships between spectral indices, SOC, PARAFAC components by
the depth and the approximate soil horizon confirming the correlation of depth with
approximate soil horizon in this study. Both SOC and optical properties of WEOM reflect
this gradient with samples taken in the topsoil being distinct from the deepest subsoils.
Our results are in agreement with previous studies that have shown soils exhibit a strong
vertical structure and generally exhibit an exponential decline in SOM and WEOM
concentration with depth (Michalzik et al., 1999; Qualls and Haines, 1992; Jobbágy and
Jackson, 2000; Corey et al. 2004; Sun et al., 2017). The upper soil horizons (Ac and GA1
Horizons) which are more aerobic and contain more soil organic matter, also contained
more humic-like DOM, while the deeper, low carbon, anaerobic clay subsoils (G1) were
dominated by protein-like DOM.
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WEOM properties in fresh and frozen soils
Freeze-thaws of soils are well associated with carbon flushing or a decrease in DOC
(measured here as NPOC). Previous studies have found that air drying, cold storage, and
freezing all result in DOC release with cold storage and fast freezing with liquid nitrogen
displaying the smallest release (Kaiser et al., 2001; Thieme et al., 2016) although Kim et
al. (2017) noted an increase in DOC in response to freeze-thaw treatment. Although I did
not find a significant difference in mean NPOC between treatments, individual samples
varied widely. It is possible the combination of freezing/cold-storage oven dehydration
post storage combined with variable clay composition of samples induced more variable
changes to aggregate stability than may otherwise have been expected (Hudson et al.,
2009). The significant increase in TN induced by freezing was more consistently higher
overall and TN was less robust to freezing than NPOC, possibly as a result of nitrification
upon thawing/warming due to the release of organic matter from cell lyses associated
with freezing soils (Watanabe et al. 2019).
In recent years the analysis of Coble peaks has been largely replaced with PARAFAC
models, which can resolve specific optical signatures (components) of DOM and identify
these components to others found in the literature. Our results suggest that components
resolved using the PARAFAC method are more robust than the Coble peaks in samples
that have been frozen. This is true even in cases where the PARAFAC component
correlates closely with coble peak fluorescence such as C3, a protein-like component
similar to tryptophan which is closely associated with the t-peak. The t-peak was the least
robust to freezing induced changes of all the measures tested while C3 was found to be
among the most consistent pre-and-post freeze. Previous studies that noted the relative
stability of protein like PARAFAC components to freeze-thaw in contradiction to work
originally done in the aquatic environment have attributed this contradiction to the
difference in aquatic and terrestrial proteins (Spencer et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2010;
Thieme et al., 2016). However, it would seem that few studies have looked at the effect
of freezing on both coble peaks and PARAFAC components as shown here. The relative
stability of humic-like C1 and C2, in contrast to the findings of Thieme et al. (2016), may
be attributed to source, where C1 is an older more recalcitrant SOM and C2 which is
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associated with lignin and thus less resistant to freeze-thaw induced changes (Feng et al.,
2007; Schmitt et al., 2008).
BIX and Fi were shown to be more robust to freeze-thaw-induced changes than HIX.
This finding is in agreement with previous studies on soil that have shown protein-like
WEOM is more resistant to freeze-thaw-induced changes than humic-like changes
(Thieme et al., 2016, Kim et al., 2017). BIX, Fi, and HIX are ratios of fluorescence that
compound the effect size of any variation. It follows that HIX, which measures humiclike aromaticity, would be less robust to freeze-thaw-induced changes than BIX and Fi,
which are both measures of protein-like freshly produced WEOM.
Further analysis of this dataset is needed to elucidate relationships between the measured
parameters and explore possible corrections for frozen soil samples (Figure S1) and
possible insights into natural freeze-thaw dynamics in these soils.
Conclusions
This thesis research aimed to characterize organic matter in human-impacted landscapes
specifically addressing lab-based and field-based uncertainties that may arise when
dealing with the clay-plain soils of southwestern Ontario. Understanding carbon in soils
is key to understanding soil fertility but also the ability for soils to handle and sequester
carbon, which would ultimately help address water quality challenges downstream and
the complexities of climate change. Focusing on low-topography, clay-dominated soils of
Essex County, southern Ontario as a case study, this thesis addressed the following
hypotheses: H1: SOC and WEOM vary modestly with land management and
significantly by soil horizon, and H2: Freezing soils affect absorbance but not
fluorescence of WEOM. My results further demonstrate that optical spectroscopy of soil
organic matter is a rapid and cost-effective approach for evaluating the impact of
management practices, that provides a more nuanced and mechanistic view of soil health
beyond SOC accumulation.
I found that SOC content was almost two times higher in restored forested sites at
shallow depths, but that SOC content declined similarly with depth in both forested and
agricultural sites. Limited differences in SOC composition between land management
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and agricultural management types were found, although agricultural soils contained a
greater contribution of freshly produced WEOM as measured by Fi. SOC aromaticity, as
measured by Abs254 was significantly different between agricultural and forested land
management in shallow soil horizons. These results suggest a high potential for SOC to
accumulate in these poorly drained soils upon reforestation. Yet, transition to SOC
composition that is more typical of forest soils may take much longer, which is consistent
with studies from other regions (Mielnik et al. 2021). Clay-plain soils displayed strong
vertical zonation of SOC. Shallow A-horizons are poorly drained, resulting in an
accumulation of organic matter whereas impermeable clay mineral horizons likely
contain much older WEOM that has taken on a protein-like character when observed
spectroscopically. My results suggest that the mechanistic restoration of post-agricultural
clay-plain soils may require longer time scales than are desired by managers and respond
differently than expected to agricultural conservation measures, confirming the findings
of others in region. Clay plain landscapes may take more time to restore, and thus
managers should consider conservation agriculture, not as a primary solution but rather
one as of many tools required to address ecosystem health downstream.
I also found that certain properties of WEOM are more sensitive to freeze-thaws
associated with freeze storage versus refrigeration. NPOC in individual samples varied
widely, while TN increased significantly in frozen soils. Components resolved using the
PARAFAC method were more robust than the coble peaks in samples that have been
frozen and the degree to which samples underwent transformations with freezing was
variable and likely attributable to WEOM source. Our findings also confirmed previous
studies that aromaticity (as indicated by Abs254, and HIX) was less robust to freeze
disturbances as compared to measures of protein-like WEOM such as BIX and Fi.
Further analysis of this dataset is needed to elucidate relationships between the measured
parameters and explore possible corrections for frozen soil samples. It must be noted that
further analysis and research into the effects of soil storage and preparation are required
to ensure that optical metrics obtained in the lab reflect soil properties in practice.
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Study Limitations and Future Direction
For the management gradient, WEOM concentrations (measured as NPOC and TN) were
not obtained for leachate samples. These metrics may have provided important insight
into stoichiometric balancing and fertility of soils as well as provided an additional
opportunity to tease out potential reasons for the decoupling of SOC and WEOM
composition. Additionally, it may have been useful to include a forested site on the same
soil type to reference natural SOC and WEOM in this region. For this study, all sites were
selected to occur on the same soil type, future studies may be needed to assess the utility
of UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy to assess soil health characteristics across soil
types.
Soils of this type and in this region are naturally subject to several freeze-thaw cycles
during the winter months as well as dehydration during the hot summer months. Further
analysis of H2 (Understanding how WEOM are impacted by freeze-thaw dynamics) may
offer important insights into organic matter cycling in these soils. Furthermore, when
considering the impacts of sample storage all samples were either refrigerated or frozen
and then oven-dried and sieved. Each of these processes is known to impact WEOM
characteristics. It may be useful to expand this research to include samples directly
leached from field moist soils and various combinations of storage and dehydration to
better understand the effects of soil storage and preparation. Furthermore, it would be
useful to include multiple soil types to elucidate the effects across different soil types to
better inform regional or soil-specific methodologies.
In conclusion, this thesis provided a more nuanced and mechanistic view of soil organic
matter, and thus soil quality, beyond simple SOC accumulation, and may contribute a
greater understanding of soil quality particularly in the clay-plain soils of the contributing
watersheds of Lake Erie. The elucidation of the relationship between WEOM structure
and microbial communities in agricultural and post-agricultural may reveal important
insights into the mechanistic functioning of soils and should be considered as a direction
for future research. Organic matter analysis has, until recently, proven to be complex in
that it is extremely time consuming and expensive. However, it is exactly the complexity
and nuance of organic matter that makes it a powerful ecological indicator beyond
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traditional agricultural measures of fertility. The application of UV-Vis and fluorescence
spectroscopy has the potential to provide not only a rapid and cost-effective approach to
assessing the most mobile fractions of organic matter (i.e., WEOM), but also in this
context may offer a more nuanced approach to soil testing and the assessment of
hyperlocal practices in agricultural landscapes.
In a time and place where the focus is often on phosphorus, carbon, a primary constituent
of organic matter which modulates phosphorus release and retention is often overlooked.
Developing the techniques, such as UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy, and
appropriate lab storage protocols to ensure quality control, to assess organic matter, and
thus carbon quality, quickly and effectively in both the terrestrial and aquatic
environments may be key to managing nutrients dynamics across the land water interface
in agricultural landscapes, and thus the eutrophication challenges associated with
agricultural systems in the Great Lakes and beyond.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Supplementary Tables
Table S1: Input dataset for estimated dissolved organic carbon (DOC) based on known
SOC and NPOC for soils in this region (unpublished data E. Browne and L. Weller, 2022).
NPOC

SOC

185.9

29.32197

91.98

11.3819

35.7

9.209154

65.82

7.472183

182.9

40.28169

151.4

10.49186

38.36

0.880578

42.89

0.687982

10.78

0.662598

91.28

15.3408

85.09

17.30036

29.08

6.935548

10.63

3.994906

12.74

7.445299

70.69

23.65783

115.3

37.73643

43.83

6.391184

173.5

24.34458

241.9

46.18934

120.7

19.59643
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257

56.37696

134.4

45.47779

213.3

47.23299

281.6

60.10625

177.4

45.67855

195.2

30.13117

137.9

11.34115

295.4

22.54112

90.46

17.32879

70.19

18.1525

15.88

0.01

38.49

0.01

200.5
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245.4
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206.1
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50.35
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70.47

0.01

101.6

18.91802

75.36

11.57356

126.2

29.70078

96.84

21.24901
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197.6

26.54345

314.4

41.00477

56.41

14.69146

36.11

12.15663

13.37

3.001383

8.771

2.641352

44.7

12.64904

42.09

12.67369

17.08

5.251089

13.5

2.982595

95.09

15.91455

40.35
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3.206471

10.77
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Table S2: Summary of linear regression between SOC and NPOC for soil in this region
(unpublished data E. Browne and L. Weller, 2022)
SUMMARY
OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
0.77785
Multiple R
2195
0.60505
R Square
4037
Adjusted R
0.59812
Square
5161
52.0757
Standard Error
845
Observations
59
ANOVA
df

Residual

57

Total

58

SS
236811.60
58
154577.57
79
391389.18
37

Coefficie
nts
32.0652
4389
3.80833
0308

Standard
Error
10.398740
84
0.4075387
78

Regression

Intercept
X Variable 1

1

MS
236811.
6058
2711.88
7331

F
87.3235
4146

Significan
ce F
4.24465E
-13

t Stat
3.08356
9865
9.34470
6601

P-value
0.00315
0861
4.24465
E-13

Lower
95%
11.24212
454
2.992247
982
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Upper
95%
52.8883
6324
4.62441
2634

Lower
95.0%
11.24212
454
2.992247
982

Upper
95.0%
52.88836
324
4.624412
634

Appendix 2: Supplementary Figures

Figure S1: Box and whisker plots of Soil Organic Carbon concentration (SOC mg/g),
Absorbance at 264 nm (Abs254 m-1 ), SUVA ( L mg-C-1 m-1), HIX (Humification Index),
and Fi (Fluorescent Index) with depth (0-15cm, 15-30cm, 30-45cm and 45-60cm) and
faceted by a gradient of management practice including modern conventional
agriculture with regular tillage (n=3), no-till (n=3), conservation agriculture (n=4)
and reforested agricultural sites (n=2). Solid inbox lines represent the median and
mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the non-outlier ranges and letters indicate
significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05).
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Figure S2: (a-c) Box and whisker plot of Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2) and
Component 3 (C3) with depth (0-15cm, 15-30cm, 30-45cm and 45-60cm) and faceted
by a gradient of management practice including modern conventional agriculture
with regular tillage (n=3), no-till (n=3), conservation agriculture (n=4) and
reforested agricultural sites (n=2). Solid inbox lines represent the median and
mean, respectively; whiskers delimit the non-outlier ranges and letters indicate
significant differences (Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05); (d) Bar
plots of the relative contribution to total fluorescence of Component 1 (P1),
Component 2 (P2) and Component 3 (P3). Letters indicate significant differences
(Linear mixed-effects model with contrasts P > 0.05).
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Figure S3: A principal components analysis (PCA) treating PARAFAC Components (C1C3); Coble peaks (A, B, C, M, T), absorbance at 254 nm (Abs254), biological Index (BIX),
humification index (HIX), fluorescence index (Fi), non-purgeable organic carbon
(NPOC); and total nitrogen (TN) in water-extractable soil organic matter (WEOM)
between samples cold stored at 3°C and those stored at -23° as dependent variables
grouped by treatment. Variables pointing in the same general direction in a PCA plot
were positively correlated, whereas those pointing in opposite directions were
negatively correlated.
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Figure S4: Pairs plot showing relationships between properties of water-extractable organic matter (WEOM) for samples cold
stored at 3°C and those frozen at -23°C including non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC), total nitrogen (TN), PARAFAC
Components (Component 1 (C1), Component 2 (C2), and Component 3 (C3), coble peaks (a, b, c, m and t), absorbance at 254 nm
(Abs254), biological Index (BIX), humification index (HIX) and fluorescence index (Fi).
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Appendix 3: Supplementary Methods

Soil Preparation and Leaching Protocol– Weller MSc

Objective:
The objectives of this protocol are to establish a standard protocol for soil preparation and
leaching.

Lab Equipment:
Isotherm Oven

Nitrile Gloves

Freezer

250ml Acid Washed Beakers

Shaker Table

Ultrapure Milli-Q® water

Aluminum Sample Cups (~250ml)

1.6 μm Whatman™ Glass Microfiber
Filter (GF/A)

Pestle and Mortar
10 inch Glass Dish

0.7 μm Whatman™ Glass Microfiber
Filter (GF/F)

Funnel

0.45µm VWR® Syringe Filter

Large Paint Brush

0.22µm EZFLOW® membrane

2mm Sieve

60-ml Syringes Acid Washed

Tweezers

White 125ml HDPE sample bottle

Ziplock Bags

Brown 125ml HDPE sample bottle

10% HCl Acid Solution

Permanent markers

Ultrapure Milli-Q® water

Soil Dehydration:
1. Remove soil sample from the freezer.
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2. Place a small sub-sample of the still-frozen soil into a pre-labeled 15ml Falcon
tube and return to the freezer for long term storage.
3. Place the remainder of the sample in a pre-labeled disposable aluminum sample
cup.
4. Transfer sample to an isotherm oven set to 50ﹾC for ~24 hours or until completely
dry. If transferring multiple samples into the oven ensure samples are packed
starting on the top shelf to prevent any spillage into cups below.
5. Dry samples should be inspected to ensure they are dry through and all
large/visible rocks/debris should be removed.
6.

Placed samples into a pre-labeled plastic-lined bag for storage at room
temperature.

Soil Crushing:
1. Place a 2mm sieve on top of the acid-washed 10inch glass dish.
2. Transfer soil sample from plastic-lined storage bag onto a sieve and proceed to
sieve the sample into a.
3. Transfer the portion of the sample that did not pass through the sieve into the
mortar. If there is a large amount of soil left on the sieve, this can be split into
more than one batch.
4. Crush the soil using the pestle and mortar
5. Transfer soil from the mortar back to the sieve.
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until at least 95% or all of the sample has passed or only rock
fragments remain on top of the sieve.
7. Remove all identifiable crop residue material including roots by hand-picking
with tweezers.
8. Using the large funnel transfer the sample from the glass dish back into the same
plastic-lined storage bag.
9. Use the paint-brush to remove all dust from the sieve, pestle, mortar, and glass
bowl.
10. Wash glass items with the 10% HCl Acid Solution and rinse with Ultrapure MilliQ®.
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Soil Leaching
1. Weigh out 50g of soil using a disposable aluminum foil weighing cup.
2. Transfer weighed soil into an acid-washed (10% HCl) 250-mL glass beaker
containing 100 mL of ultrapure Milli-Q® water.
3. Cover the beaker with aluminum foil.
4. Transfer the beaker to a shaker table set to 100 rpm for 15 minutes.
5.

Remove samples from the table and transfer the beaker to the area in which you
will be undertaking the filtration step. It is important that once the samples have
settled they are not moved again.

6. Allow sample to settle for 3 hours at room temperature (25 °C).
7. Filter the supernatant into a clean acid-washed (10% HCl) 250-mL glass beaker
using a step filtration process as follows: (1) pre-combusted Whatman™ Glass
Microfiber Filter (Grade GF/A - 1.6 μm), (2) pre-combusted Whatman™ Glass
Microfiber Filter (Grade GF/F - 0.7 μm), (3) single-use 0.45µm VWR® Syringe
Filter (4) a single-use 0.22µm EZFLOW® membrane.
8. Transfer extract to an opaque, acid-washed HDPE bottle.
9.

Stored in the dark at 4 °C until analysis (within 48 h of sample extraction).
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